Transform the aesthetics of any environment simply and easily with Deco Glass.
Designed to captivate the imagination and tantalize the senses, the possibilities are endless.
Imagine a world of color and depth applied to surfaces
surrounding you. Abstracts, photographic realism, cosmic
and even interactive graphics to awaken the senses.
This product is limitless in its applications and designs.
There is no standard, there is no starting point, only the
beautiful end result. We transform those blank canvases
from boring to exquisite.
With a wide range of decorative glass collections, you’ll
be sure to find the perfect pattern, style, and decorative
glass product for your design. Each of our collections
are completely customizable and offer you the ability to
adjust patterns, colors, gradients, and opacities to achieve
your design vision. You can even supply your own custom
designs to apply directly to glass using any decorative glass
technique.

Add interest, energy and light with a feature wall.

The DecoPrint Collection boasts over 200 images in 10
categories that are sure to enhance and spark design
ideas.
The DecoColor Collection contains both digitally printed
colors as well as a large selection of back painted colors.

From company logos to full coverage fine art designs, our
highly skilled consultants collaborate with you closely to create
breathtaking quality visuals

Use these collections from start to finish, as design ideas,
or a combination of both. You have complete control over
every aspect of your projects, including colors, opacity,
scale, cropping and merging of files. We are happy to
assist in creating the perfect deco glass piece to fit your
space.
PrivacyGlassSolutions.com

DecoPrint
Digitally print in high definition direct to glass with our
DecoPrint services. Digital glass printing can be used for
almost any application where photos, patterns, or texts are
required on a glass surface. Choose between different levels
of opacity and density to achieve the perfect effect. We can
produce textured print to make the image stand out and even
add Braille if required.

VA R I AT I O N S
Feature Walls
Wall Art
Wall-Cladding
Wayfinding
Signage

With a full color spectrum and high resolution results, we can
print vibrant images and designs onto glass up to 122″ x 78″.
We print with UV inks for better adhesion, great abrasion
resistance and super consistency in color.
DecoColor
DecoColor is ideal for adding interest to any interior design
project. We’ll help you integrate perfectly color-matched
panels with your design’s other architectural elements. With a
limitless palette at your disposal, we create or match any color
scheme your client requires.
DecoColor Digital is digitally printed to the highest
standards directly onto the glass. We color match to RAL for
all our digitally printed applications.
DecoColor Back Painted is created with the use of an
automated paint line to ensure a consistent and uniform
finish. We can create any color scheme your client requires.
We mix all of our colors in-house and offer total color
matching to Benjamin Moore and Sherwin Williams swatch
numbers.

Conference Rooms
Partitions
Doors
Stair Railings
Furniture
Braille
Wall Partitions

Whether it is standard stock imagery, original royalty-free
or licensed artwork, or if you require our designers to
create something from scratch, Privacy Glass Solutions can
fulfill any concept.
Decorative glass is changeable, can be backlit for striking
variety, or can be patterned for privacy and light at the
same time.
Color is not the only option when working with decorative
glass. If your employees are losing productive time in your
open office concept, consider deco glass partitions and
dividers. Such a panel would allow light to reach anyone
behind it while reducing distractions and allowing more
work to be done.
Collaboration with our clients result in products that
enhance color, luminosity, movement, and privacy in built
interiors.
Visit www.privacyglasssolutions.com/DecoGlass to view the
collections and learn more about our offerings.
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